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ABSTRACT: US/REMAX, a linear optimization model for groundwater management, is 
used to compute preliminary optimal sustained groundwater pumping increases for 
southeastern Cache Valley. US/REMAX employs the response matrix method of 
representing system response to stimuli as constraint equations within an 
optimization problem. The management objective is to maximize groundwater 
extraction at four specified locations subject to constrai~ts on aquifer 
potentiometric head, aquifer/river interflowl and the water level in the 
uppermost aquifer layer. Four scenarios (constraint sets) are presented. The 
results are most sensitive to the aquifer/river interflow constraints. Interflow 
is deemed important because baseflows are crucial to satisfying fish, aquatic 
life, and irrigation demands. If a constraint is imposed to assure at least 80% 
of non-optimal baseflow to the Logan and Blacksmith Fork Rivers, pumping in the 
considered locations can increase by only 13% beyond the 1990 values. Relaxing 
this constraint to assure at least 10% of baseflow to rivers results in a 40% 
increase in total pumping. 
KEY TERMS: Optimization; Aquifer/River Interaction; Baseflow; Modeling; 
Groundwater. 
BACKGROUND 
The purpose of this paper is to show how much pumping at selected locations can 
increase without causing unacceptable head declines or changes in aquifer/river 
interflow. This is a practical illustration of the power and flexibility of 
simulation/optimization models. Utilized are both the MODFLOW simulation model 
(McDonald and Harbaugh, 1984) and the US/REMAX Simulation/Optimization (S/0) 
Model (Peralta and Aly, 1993). The employed aquifer parameters were calibrated 
by Kariya et al (1994). 
The 660 square-mile Cache Valley lies in northeastern Utah and southeastern Idaho 
(Figure 1) . The optimal pumping strategies are developed for part of 
southeaste~~ Cache Valley. Most groundwater development is occurring in the 
Utah portion of the valley. Groundwater demands are increasing because of 
population influx. Since the surface wat.er and groundwater systems are 
interconnected, increased groundwater withdrawal could decrease surface water 
flows. Within the valley, a network of surface irrigation systems are dependent 
on riverflows. Unconstrained groundwater use could significantly impair these 
riverflows. Developing a balanced development strategy for such an 
interconnected system can be aided by using a simulation/optimization procedure. 
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Figure 1. Cache Valley and closeup of the considered subsystem 
THE SIMULATION MODEL 
Kariya et al (1994) calibrated MODFLOW to simulate groundwater flow in the 
unconsolidated basin fill deposits of Cache Valley. Steady state calibration was 
performed for 1969 because there was little change in storage with time before 
then. 
The six layer computer model employs a cell grid having 82 rows and 39 columns. 
Cell size ranges from 1 mile on each side to 0.5 mile by 0.375 miles. Smaller 
cells are used in the southern part of the valley because of extensive 
groundwater development. The first (uppermost) layer is simulated as unconfined, 
with an initial saturated thickness of 100 ft. The second layer is simulated as 
being confined or unconfined, depending on head. The lower layers are treated 
as confined. Total aquifer depth is from 1000 ft to 1500 ft. Although there is 
no continuous confining unit in the valley, the six layer discretization is 
applied to replicate the vertical impedance of ground water flow by numerous clay 
layers. The model has 1549 active cells in Layers 1 and 2i 1423 active cells in 
Layers 3 through 5; and 1,129 active cells in Layer 6. It employs 315 pumping 
cells, 123 river reach cells, and 204 drain cells. 
Sources of recharge are: infiltration of precipitation and unconsumed irrigation 
water, seepage from canals and rivers, and subsurface inflow from adjacent 
consolidated rock and unconsolidated basin-fill groundwater systems. Recharge 
from the ..£:erv.i.-:::e area of 62 canal companies is assumed to be uniformly 
distributed. 
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:-he main aquifer discharges are seepage to rivers, reservoirs, evapotranspiration 
snd withdrawal from wells. Head dependent flux boundaries are used to simulate 
discharge. The River Package (McDoDald and Harbaugh, 1984) is used to simulate 
=low between aquifer and river. Since the river beds are mainly silty sand, 
;(ariya et al (1994) assumed the bed hydraulic conductivity to be 1.74 x 10·' ft/s. 
They assumed stream channel width of all the rivers to be 50 ft and bed thickness 
::o be 10 ft. 
The present study investigates the subsystem with four wellfields identified in 
Figure 2. The subsystem is characterized by potential groundwater development 
areas.· These are: 
• Smithfield wellfield comprising 33 pumping cells between Row 43 and Row 
48. Smithfield and Hyde Park are within this wellfield; 
• Logan wellfield comprising 80 pumping cells between Row 49 and Row 57. 
Logan and North Logan are within this wellfield; 
• Providence wellfield comprising 53 pumping cells between Row 58 and Row 
61. It comprises River Heights, Providence and Mendon; 
• College Ward wellfield comprising 28 pumping cells between Row 62 and 
Row 65. It comprises College Ward and Nibley areas. 
Of a total of 315 pumping cells, 194 (62%) are within the subsystem. Of the 
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Figure 2. Location of wellfields within the addressed subsystem, new pumping 
cells and control cells 
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SIMULATION/OPTIMIZATION MODELING AND MODEL FORMULATION 
Optimal pumping strategies are computed using US/REMAX (Peralta and Aly, 1993}, 
which employs the response matrix (RM} method. The RM method utilizes 
superposition and linear systems theory to simulate groundwater flow. 
Superposition is well explained by Reilly et al. (1987) . A response matrix 
consists of linear influence coefficients (Schwartz, 1976) that describe the 
response of the potentiometric surface tu a unit rat.-c of extraction or injection 
of groundwater. The following activities are accomplished by US/REMAX in 
distinct modules: -
• simulation, wherein system response is computed to an assumed non-
optimal (continue current practice) water management strategy and to 
unit hydraulic stimuli; 
• pre-optimization, in which influence coefficients for 
control locations are computed and an o~erations 
optimization problem is formulatedi 
specified 
research 
• optimization, where the optimization problem is solved; and 
• post-optimization simulation where optimal pumping rates are input 
to the simulation model to verify that the potentiometric heads 
prescribed by the optimization are reproduced by simulation. 
Components of an S/0 model include the objective function, constraints, decision 
and state variables, and variable bounds. The S/0 model objective function is: 
M' 
MINIMIZE z ~ L CP(fi) p(fi) (1) 
<2=1 
where, 
Z= objective function value (L3/T); 
CP(3)= weighting coefficient, which is assumed equal to 1; 
p(il) ~ pumping rate at cell il (negative for extraction) (L3 /T) A cell 
location is defined by row, column and layer number. For clarity, 
hereafter this rate is given as positive. Minimizing the sum of negative 
values in Equation (1) is equivalent to maximizing positive value; 
MP= total number of new cells at which water can be potentially pumped 
from the aquifer for this study. 
Subject to: 
• bounds on aquifer potentiometric head. These constraints establish 
limits on the aquifer potentiometric heads that are acceptable at each 
control point (6) Superscripts L and U denote lower and upper limits 
respectively. 
hL(6) s h(6) s hu(6) for 6 
where, 
h (6) = groundwater potentiometric surface elevation at head control cell 6, 
(L) . This equals nonoptimal head minus the drawdown resulting from the 
optimal pumping; 
Mh= number of head contro_l locations. ,; 
• bounds on aquifer/rlVer interflow. Aquifer/river interflow is 
constrained for specified-cells as follows. Upper and lower limits are 
expressed by superscripts U and L respectively. 
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where, 
qr('O.)= rate of flow (L3/T) between river and aquifer at cell 0 (negative 
for flow from aquifer to river)i 
Mr= number of cells at which aquifer/river interflow (baseflow) is 
constrained. 
S/0 MODEL APPLICATION 
For all tested scenarios, the model objective function maximizes pumping from the 
aquifer at four cells. Acceptable pumping rates beyond 1990 values are 
maximized. Since the demands for groundwater are increasing in the southeastern 
part of the valley, the scenarios consider the possibility of increased pumping 
in the layer 2 of four cells which are identified "in Figure 2: 
• Smithfield {row, column: 45,24}; 
• Logan {53,27}; 
• Providence {60,27}; and 
• College Ward {63,22}. 
Scenarios differ in the degree to which computed strategies are permitted to 
affect the aquifer and the surface water resources at control cells (Figure 2) . 
The scenarios are: 
Scenario 1: lower bounds on head are imposed at 31 locations around the 
potential new pumping cells. The bounds allow 40 ft decline 
of cell water levels in selected cells near the pumping cells 
and 10 ft decline in specified cells more distant from the 
pumping cells. 
Scenario 2: lower bounds on heads are imposed as described in Scenario 1 
plus additional lower bounds on aquifer/river interflow on 18 
river cells representing gaining reache::; of the Logan and 
Blacksmith Fork Rivers. The lower bounds are specified to 
guarantee at least 80% of the steady state flow rate from 
aquifer to stream. 
Scenario 3: lower bounds on heads are imposed as described in Scenario 1 
plus less restrictive bounds on aquifer/river interflow are 
imposed for the 18 cells described in Scenario 2. The lower 
bounds on constrained aquifer/river flows are specified to 
guarantee at least 10% of the steady state interflow rate. 
Scenario 4: all of Scenario 3 constraints are imposed plus a lower bound 
is applied on head at the Smithfield pumping location. This 
lower bound is imposed to prevent complete desaturation of 
layer 1 in that pumping cell. 
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRAINTS 
Head in Aquifers 
There are 32 head control locations. Twenty-six head control locations are 
established in both layers 1 and 2 o~·13 cells (Figure 2). Head control locations 
are eStabliShed. ill Layer 1 of 5 cells. Head control is also applied at the 
Smithfield pumping cell. 
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Two magnitudes of head declines are permitted via lower bounds on head: 40 ft and 
10ft. The greater head decline is allowed near the potential new pumping cells 
so that the aquifer can release significant water from storage. The 10 ft head 
declines are allowed for cells more distant from the pumping cells. Cells 
{row, column, 43, 24}, {43, 29}, and {48, 29} are permitted up to a 40ft decline. 
These are close to the Smithfield pumping cell. Cells {52, 29} and {57, 31} are 
allowed a 40 ft decline as these are close to the Logan pumping cell. A 40 ft 
decline is allowed to cell {61, 28} because of its proximity to the proposed 
Providence pumping cell. cells {61,18} and {65, 18} are allowed 40 ft decline 
because they are close to the College Ward pumping cell. All 40ft declines are 
allowed in both Layers 1 and 2·- of the eight cells identified so far. For cells 
{43,20}; {48,20}; {52,20}; {57,20}; and {65,28} 10ft declines are allowed in 
Layers 1 and 2. For the remaining five southern cells -10 ft declines are allowed 
only in Layer 1. The upper bound for the cell heads is an arbitrary high number. 
Aquifer/River Interflow 
A river reach is termed 'gaining' if it is gaining water from the aquifer and 
'losing' if it is losing water to the aquifer. For the steady-state heads that 
result from 1990 pumping rates, there are 12 gaining river reach cells in the 
Logan River and six in the Blacksmith Fork. Simulated gains total 2.99 ft 3/s for 
the Logan River reaches and 5.67 ft 3/s for the Blacksmith Fork reaches. Imposing 
constraints on interflow can be necessary to avoid harming fish, wildlife and 
other users. 
The Logan and the Blacksmith Fork Rivers have nine and five losing reaches 
respectively. Losing reaches of the Logan River and the Blacksmith Fork lose 
0.19 ft3 /s and 1.18 ft3/s respectively to the aquifer. Overall the aquifer 
contributes more water than it gains from the rivers. The Blacksmith Fork gains 
twice as much water as the Logan River. 
The locations of the 18 gaining cells are identified in Figure 2 as River/Aquifer 
flow control locations. Since flow out of aquifer is negative according to 
McDonald and Harbaugh (1984} and US/REMAX convention, these minimum flows are 
entered as upper bounds. 
RESULTS FROM S/0 MODEL OPTIMIZATIONS 
Table 1 summarizes the constraints imposed for each scenario, and the results of 
using US/REMAX. It is important to note that the results are optimal pumping 
increases beyond the 1990 pumping rate. The 1990 pumping rates comprise what is 
termed the non-optir.1al scenario. Scenario 1 is the least constrained of all the 
scenarios and yields the greatest ne~ extraction, 34.85 ft 3/s. Constraints are 
tight at only three head control locations (i.e., the lower bound on head is 
reached). These locations are in layer 2 of cells {48,20}; {52,20}; and {65,28}. 
There, only 10ft declines are specified as lower bounds. None of the cells with 
40 ft allowable decline are tight. A constraint which is not tight signifies 
that the corresponding resource is abundant. A tight constraint signifies that 
the corresponding resource is scarce. 
Since Scenario 2 is the most constrained, the optimal pumping increase is only 
4.02 ft 3/s, all from the Smithfield pumping cell. Other potential pumping cells 
are prevented from pumping by a tight constraint on aquifer/river interflow at 
cell {61,26} of the Blacksmith Fork River. The marginal value for this cell is 
142. 
A margirial, which exists only for a tight constraint, specifies the rate of 
change in the value of the objective function per unit chano:;-e in the bound of the 
corresponding variable. A marginal can be used to predict the impr_ovement of the 
value of the objective function resulting from relaxing this tight bound. The 
increase of the objective function value is obtained by the product of the 
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marginal and a small change in the tight bound. 
in the tight bound should be small enough so that 
new variable bound becomes tight. 
It is stressed that the change 
the bound remains tight and nc 
For Scenario 3, the objective function is 12.63 ft 3/s. Like Scenario 1, only twc 
cells are pumping. The bound for hydraulic head at cell {row, column, layer: 
43,20,2} is tight. Scenario 3 has a tight aquifer/river interflow bound on eel~ 
{row, column: 61,26}. That cell contains a Blacksmith Fork reach. The margina: 
for this interflow is 46. 
TABLE 1. Optimal Pumping Increases for Four Scenariosa 
SCENARIO lfTIUZED BOllNDS & CONSTRAINTS OPTIMAL PUMPING INCREASES I 
bydraulic aquifer!rlver layer l h=i Smithfield U.,.t Provid!:!Jce College Total 
head decline inlcrfiDW decline Woro 
(ft) (fl.' Is) (ft) (fl.' Is) (tl.'ts) (ft'/s) {ft'/s} (fl'ls) 
I prevent more 5.13 10.1'!6 0.00 IE.E6 34.8.1 
"""" ft dr:awdown near 
pumping cells 
and 11\<)J'e thm 10 
ft cl<<Wbore 
2 .. assure at least 80% <.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 <.02 
of basdlow to 
"""" 
3 .. assure at least 10% 9.39 3.24 0.00 0.00 12.63 
of basdlow to 
ri= 
4 .. .. !='ml 6.08 4.48 0.00 0.00 10.56 
desaturation of 
upper layer in 
Smithfield 
• change 1n head and 1nterflow are w1th respect to the s1mulated steady state 
results of 1990 pumping rates. 
In Scenario 4, the objective function is 10.56 ft 3/s. Only two potential new 
pumping cells should pump. The only tight head bound is at the pumping cell in 
Smithfield. Its marginal is 0.05. In addition, cell {61,26}, which holds a 
Blacksmith Fork reach, has a tight interflow bound. The marginal for this reach 
is 53. Cell { 61,26} has a tight interflow bound for Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 
indicating that relaxing this bound will increase the pumping. 
Impact on Riverflows and Potentiometric Head 
Table 2 depicts riverflow gains and losses in the Logan River and the Blacksmith 
Fork for non-optimal steady state and Scenario 1 steady state conditions. Due 
to lack of constraints on baseflows under Scenario 1, cells {60,23}, {60,24}, and 
{60,25} of the Logan River and cell {61,26} of the Blacksmith Fork River change 
from 'gaining' to 'losing'. It appears from Table 2 that the 'losing' river 
cells are losing more water to the aquifer and the 'gaining' cells are gaining 
less water from the aquifer. 
Table 2 also depicts the riverflow gains and losses for Scenario 4. Because of 
constraints imposed on the riverflow., the gains in the 'gaining' cells have 
declined by less than 10% and the losses in the 'losing' cells increa.sed only 
modestly. -
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TABLE 2: Impact of Scenario 1 and Scenario 4 on Riverflow 
RIVER NONOPTIMAL SCENARIO I SCENARIO 4 
gains losses gains percem losses percent gains percent losses percent 
dediue iucremem decline increment 
iu gains "' in gains '" losses losses 
{fl'/s) (fi'fs) (ft'/s) (ft'fs) {ft1/s) (ft1/s) 
-,.-
Logan River 2.99 0.!9 1.97 " 0.36 " 2.&3 ' 0.20 ' 
Blacl:smith 5.61 !.Ill 4.03 29 3.61 206 5.:!3 8 Ul 28 
Fmk 
Head results in the four potential pumping cells for Scenario 4 are presented in 
Table 3. Note that flows are induced from layers 1 and 3 toward layer 2 at the 







Distribution of Hydraulic Head in Potential Pumping Cells for 
Scenario 4 
Layer R= Cotunm Hydreu\ic Head 
Layer l Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer4 Layer 5 L!.ycr 6 
(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) '"' 
2 45 24 '"2 ""' "" "" "" "" 
2 53 27 "" "" "" "" ""' "" 
2 "' 27 "" "" "94 "" "94 "94 
2 63 22 1486 "" ""' "" "" "" 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Table 4 summarizes the impact of each Scenario. The percent change in pumping 
and net gains in riverflows by means of aquifer/river interflow is presented for 
each location of interest. Net gains in riverflows are defined as gains minus 
losses. This is a relevant parameter since some river cells are 1 gaining/ while 
others are /losing/. To compare the scenarios using the same denominator/ the 
non-optimal steady state condition that would ultimately result from the 1990 
pumping rate is defined as the base case. 
Note that although Scenario 1 yields 110% increase in pumping/ baseflow to the 
stream decreases by 72%. When concentrating the large pumping in one cell 1 nearby 
baseflow is greatly affected. Scenario 2 yields the smallest pumping increases 
since it is the most constrained strategy. This scenario increases pumping by 13% 
and reduces baseflow by only 2.3%. If ecological system maintenance requires that 
the rivers must receive 80% of baseflow/ a smaller pumping increase is possible 
than otherwise. These analyses clearly demonstrate that further groundwater 
development should be preceded by a study of riverflow requirements for fish, 
wildlife, ecological and irrigation needs. 
Results presented here are valid for the given spatial distribution of pumping 
cells. For other spatial distribution, different pumping rates may result. For 
the current analyses, Scenario 4 is a compromise strategy. It has the following 
attributes: 
• it reduces the net gain of flows to the Stream system by only 12:8%; 
• it prevents complete desaturation of layer 1. 
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TABLE 4: Summary of Optimal Pumping Strategies and Their Impacts on Riverflow 
With Respect to Base Case 
Parameter Location Pumping or Change in p.uuping or Net gains in rivertlow due to Aquifer/River Intertlow 
Aquifer/River {%) 
lutertlow (ll'/s) 
Bru;e case Scenario I Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Sceuario 4 
GKKUx!Water SmiUJfield 4.74 +108 +85 +19R +128 
pumping or clJ.lll&e 
in pumping. """' 19.39 +56 0 +11 +23 
. Providence 5.36 0 0 0 0 
College Ward 2.21 +854 0 0 0 
ToW 31.70 +110 +13 +40 +33 
Net gains in surface Logan River 2.01 -42.4 . -0.4 -6.2 -6.0 
flows caused by 
steady state 
Aquifer/River Blaeksmilh Fork 4.49 -90.6 ~.0 -l7.4 -17.0 
Interflow or cllange 
in net gains due to 
Aquifer/River ToW 7.29 -72.1 -2.3 -13.1 -12.8 
Jntertlow 
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